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Heartbroken, Sophie
flees to her
grandparents' house,
where the rest of her
boisterous extended
family is gathered for
the holiday. That's
when her nonna
devises a (not so)
brilliant plan: Over
the next ten days,
Sophie will be set up
on ten different blind
dates by different
family members. Like
her sweet cousin
Sara, who sets her up
with a hot guy at an
exclusive
underground party.
Or her crazy aunt
Patrice, who signs
Sophie up for a lead
role in a living
nativity. With a boy
who barely reaches
her shoulder. And a
screaming baby.

In this novel full of
surprises from the
New York Times
bestselling author of
We Were Liars and
Genuine Fraud, E.
Lockhart ups the
ante with an
inventive and
romantic story about
human connection,
forgiveness,
self-discovery, and
possibility.

Our heroes are
back… kind of. From
the bestselling
co-authors of the
Illuminae Files comes
the second book in
the epic series about
a squad of misfits,
losers, and discipline
cases who just might
be the galaxy’s best
hope for survival.

It is the morning of
the reaping that will
kick off the tenth
annual Hunger
Games. In the Capitol,
eighteen-year-old
Coriolanus Snow is
preparing for his one
shot at glory as a
mentor in the Games.
The once-mighty
house of Snow has
fallen on hard times,
its fate hanging on
the slender chance
that Coriolanus will
be able to outcharm,

outwit, and
outmaneuver his
fellow students to
mentor the winning
tribute.
When King Jameson
declares his love for
Lady Hollis Brite,
Hollis is
shocked—and
thrilled. After all,
she’s grown up at
Keresken Castle,
vying for the king’s
attention alongside
other daughters of
the nobility.
Capturing his heart
is a dream come true.

It’s time to fight back
in this second novel
in a thrilling,
subversive near
future series from
New York Times
bestselling author
Suzanne Young
about a girls-only
private high school
that is far more than
it appears to be.

With enchanting art
by Thomas Pitilli, this
new graphic novel is
just as intoxicating
as it is chilling, in
which dearest friends
turn into greatest
enemies--all within
the hallways of
Gotham High!

The year is 1946, and
the Lee family has
moved from
Chinatown to
Downtown
Metropolis. While Dr.
Lee is eager to begin
his new position at
the Metropolis
Health Department,
his two kids, Roberta
and Tommy, are
more excited about
being closer to the
famous superhero
Superman!

But the deeper Zofia
digs, the more
impossible her
search seems. How
can she find one boy
in a sea of the
missing? In the
rubble of a broken
continent, Zofia must
delve into a mystery
whose answers could
break her--or help
her rebuild her world.

